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                                                       ABSTRACT                           
 
Improving heat transfer in the heat exchangers can be achieved by infringement 
of the laminar sub-layer or generating forced convection by employing twisted 
tape inserts as turbulence promoters. Significantly less research has been carried 
out on V type with combined cut twisted tape inserts in heat exchangers. This mini-
review paper discusses the influence of various shapes V type with combined cut 
in twisted tape inserts by a few researchers in improving the performance of heat 
exchangers. V type with combined cut twisted tape design, shapes used, the 
influence of forced convection, and thermal and hydraulic performance have been 
discussed.  

 

 
1. Introduction 

Devices for transferring heat are widely used in various 
thermal engineering and manufacturing sectors, such as 
the biochemical industry, gas turbines, air and 
refrigeration, and thermal power generation [1]. 
Utilizing swirl flow generators is one of the most 
promising passive strategies that has recently gained 
importance for improving the heat transfer rate and 
increasing the effectiveness of thermal devices for 
various applications. As equipment to promote heat 
transfer, swirl flow generators are efficient and cost-
effective because they provide excellent flow mixing [2] 

Numerous studies have examined the use of twisted 
tape in heat exchangers. For example, using quad-

channel twisted tapes (QCTT) increased the friction 
factor more than using typically twisted tapes [3], 
conducting combined research on twisted tape and 
nanofluid [4], using a spiral pipe with twisted tape [5] 
and Fig.1 represents the spiral pipe heat exchanger used 
by [5]. For the validation of experimental correlation and 
CFD methodology, the results for conical-shaped heat 
exchangers have been investigated using the proposed 
techniques reported by Chen et al. [6], also Fig.2 conical-
shaped heat exchangers used by Chen et al. [6]. 

The supplement of twisted tapes can reduce the coke 
deposition, subsequently slowing the growth of the total 
flow friction investigated by twisted-tape insertion can 
reduce coke deposition, which slows the progression of 
the overall flow friction studied by [7]. Evaluation and 
discussion of stream behavior and overall heat transfer 
performance in a spiral pipe with a twisted tape insert 
subjected to a constant wall temperature [8]. This work 
compared the heat transfer and flow friction of a dual-
twisted tape turbulator-equipped double-pipe heat 
exchanger with and without air bubble injection [9]. 

The overall performance parameters of the circular pipe 
with and without V-cut inserts have been measured at 
varied flow rates under constant heat flux circumstances 
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[10]. Fig. 3 depicts the twisted tape inserts (turbulence 
promoters) used in round pipe heat exchangers [10]. Fig. 
4 signifies the twisted tape inserts in heat 
exchangers[11]. 

Turbulence generators have been identified as one of 
the most promising ways to increase fin-and-round pipe 
heat exchangers' air-side heat transfer capacity [12]. The 
heat transfer and flow friction of a novel form of micro-
fin helically coiled pipe (MF-HCT) are compared to those 
of conventional smooth helically spiral round pipe [13]. 

 

2. Heat Transfer characteristics in V type with 
combined  cut twisted tape inserts heat exchangers 

Investigated the consequence of a V with combined cut 
twisted tape inserts on overall efficiency performance 
appearances in a round pipe for dissimilar twist ratios 
and dissimilar depth and breadth ratio combinations. 
The consequences show that reducing V-cut twist ratios 
(y), V-cut width ratios (WR), and increasing V-cut depth 
ratios (DR) improve the thermal performance and flow 
friction in the pipe with V with combined cut twisted 
tape [14]. Hydrodynamic and thermal performance are 
examined experimentally in a round pipe heat 
exchanger with an innermost corrugated pipe filled with 
numerous twisted tapes ranging from conservative to 
adjusted types such as perforated, V type with 
combined cut, and U-cut. The critical metrics on heat 
transmission and flow friction demonstrate that the 
heat transfer and flow friction are more significant than 
the empty corrugated pipe in all twisted tape corrugated 
pipes [15], various researchers have investigated other 
similar studies in a round pipe with V-cut twisted tape 
inserts [16], [17] and [18]. 
The heat transmission and friction properties of a heat 
exchanger pipe equipped with a twisted perforated tape 

insert with V type with combined cuts are investigated. 
V-type with combined cuts are added, and the V type  

with combined cut relative pitch ratio is altered from 1 
to 2. 1.58 is shown to be the highest hydraulic as well as 
thermal performance parameter [19].  

Experimentally examined the hydrodynamic-thermal 
performance of turbulent tube flow through V with 
combined cut twisted tapes and indicated that the V-cut 
twisted tape performance is better than compared to 
plain wall round pipe heat exchangers [20]. Inserts 
significantly improve the overall efficiency of a heat 
exchanger. The current work explores the hydraulic and 
thermal performance of solid twisted tape, twisted 
perforated tape, and twisted perforated tape with 
double V type combined cuts for the range of 2000-
25000 [21].  

Other similar experimental and numerical analyses on 
overall thermal performance in round tube pipe fitted 
with unique V type with combined cut twisted tape [22], 
[23], and [24]. Similarly, the suggested inserts are 
installed in the internal pipe of the double pipe heat 
exchanger to generate a swirl motion and raise the 
intensity of turbulence in the fluid flow [25]. Table.1 
represents the previous investigations on V type with 
combined cut twisted tape inserts heat transfer and flow 
friction correlations developed by researchers.  

Table.2 represents the previous investigations on V type 
with combined cut twisted tape insert heat exchangers.  
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3.  Comparative Analysis 

This section contained a comparative investigation of 
several types of V type with combined cut twisted tape 
inserts for heat transfer enhancement. The comparison 
results without V type with combined  cut twisted tape 
insert versus V type with combined  cut twisted tape   
insert are shown in Fig.5. 

 It is apparent that V type with combined cut twisted 
tape inserts outperforms non-V type with combined cut 
twisted tape inserts because the depth and width of 
isosceles V type with combined cuts, significantly impact 
the flow stream, raise the flow friction, and raise the 
heat transfer rate. The correlations obtained by applying 
geometrical corrections based on the plain pipe are 
strongly advised. 

Fig.6 compares water (V type with combined cut twisted 
tape inserts) and nanofluid (V type with combined cut 
twisted tape inserts), with nanofluid significantly 
outperforming water. According to a literature review, 
nanoparticles, which are often metallic or metal oxide, 
considerably improve the thermal properties of the 
nanofluid, raising conduction and convection 
coefficients and permitting a more significant overall 

heat transfer. The comparative examination of different 
cut twisted tape inserts in Fig.7 demonstrates that the 
obtuse V type with combined cut configuration exhibits 
a considerably noticeable enhancement compared to 
the isosceles V type with combined cut design. 
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4. Conclusions 

Present article a review of the use of V type with 
combined cut in turbulence promoters (twisted tape 
inserts) to improve overall efficiency. As per the 
literature review, the following are the paper's findings. 

• Compared to ordinary twisted tape, the V type 
with combined cut twisted tape had a greater 
overall efficiency. Furthermore, for all Reynolds 
numbers, the influence of the depth ratio was 
more significant than that of the width ratio. 

• The primary consequence is that the influence 
of V type with combined cut increases the 
Nusselt number, however, this assumption is 
more obvious at lower twist ratios than at 
higher twist ratios. The following is an 
explanation for this improvement. The V type 
with combined cut creates more turbulence in 
the fluid along the pipe wall and vorticity behind 

the cuts, resulting in a more excellent heat 
transfer value than the standard TT in the 
corrugated pipe.  

 

• The usage of twisted tape improves heat 
transmission. The (V type with combined cut) 
twisted tape improves heat transmission with all 
twisted ratio values more than the (P-TT). 

• Because of the efficient secondary flow and 
primary swirl flow, the V-TT delivers better 
overall efficiency than the P-TT. The turbulence 
strength in this region is increased by a severe 
collision of the swirl flow created by the TT and 
the flow stream through the cuts, which 
promotes heat transmission between the pipe 
walls and the core region. Twisted tape with 
bigger slits can provide an additional 
recirculation flow (on top of the basic swirl flow) 
that promotes fluid mixing between the pipe 
walls and the core area. 
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